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★★★★

Review by London Theatre Reviews
http://www.londontheatrereviews.co.uk/post.cfm?p=537

“The audience is gripped for 50 minutes”

Two men meet in a room. One (Marco Quaglia) has started a war dropping a bomb
that killed more than one million people. The other one (Stefano Patti) is a journalist
who tries to understand why the maniac wants to destroy the humanity. Is it really
because the fanatic thinks that there are too many people in this world and there
are not enough spaces and resources to sustain the growth of the population? Or is
there something else? Maybe another reason, more personal and emotional?

Echoes is a tense psychological sci-fi thriller, a game of power between two different
persons with a growing tension that leads to an unexpected twist at the end. The
show is so captivating also because of the class A acting of Marco and Stefano, and
of the brilliant lighting (Paride Donatelli) that enhances the tension, taking it to
another level.

The audience is gripped for 50 minutes - the right length for such unsettling play-,
feeling really like inside an underground bunker and trying to guess the positions of
the characters and their real motivations. Highly recommended.



★★★★

Review by London Pub Theatres

‘Quality piece of fringe theatre featuring two superb performances’

This young Italian playwright’s taut two-hander is a quality piece of fringe theatre
featuring two superb performances and high-quality production values, if not quite a
wholly convincing scenario.

Two men are alone in an underground bunker. One is a dictator who has exploded a
nuclear weapon killing millions. The other is a rebel who has broken in ostensibly to
interview the monster, but possibly to kill him. Across a table, they fight a moral
joust that reveals them to be closer to two sides of the same coin than either would
have imagined, the concern of the rebel for humanity less deep than his ambition,
the evil of the ruler possibly motivated by a mistaken desire to save more.

There are holes in the storyline, and (SPOILER ALERT) the revelation that the two
men might even be brothers rather clumsily hammers home the overall point that
good and evil can be hard to tell apart. The philosophical, highly stylised nature of
the piece and its characterisation could risk making it a little undramatic.

But Stefano Patti, who also directs, is the dictator, and presents a cool study in
world-weary tiredness with trying to manage complexities beyond his control. Marco
Quaglia’s rebel is similarly strong, a man whose certainty of his virtue can crumble
under challenge. Although Patti’s giggling insanity sometimes teeters close to
Herbert Lom in manic pursuit of the Pink Panther, his timing of a line is brilliant, and
the fluency of the exchanges between the two men maintains the pace.

And with a fringe-hour 50 or so minutes and the black box of the Tristan Bates to
play with, Paride Donatelli’s clever, beautifully timed light design, and the sinister
soundscape created by Matteo Gabrielli and Samuele Ravenna maintain the tension
level at 11 throughout.



★★★★★

Review by The Spy in the stalls
https://thespyinthestalls.com/2018/08/echoes/

“An exciting thriller that succeeds at combining dystopian politics with a fascinating
insight into the manipulation of truth”

In the silence after a storm, at the moment between attack and retaliation, when
more than a million people have already died from bombs and a country is
questioning its future, two men meet in a bunker. They are enemies, it is ruthless
fanatic versus righteous rebel, with nothing but a table between them, ready to fight
for their ideals. Neither of them suspects that by the end, they will not know which
side they are on anymore.
What appears at first to be a political work soon becomes a kaleidoscope of human
interaction and communication. Reasoning and logic are deployed like weapons to
uproot formerly fixed ideals. Both a play of ideas and power, the conversations
between attacker and rebel demonstrate a flexibility of truth that resonates strongly
with current discussions. While this emergence of individual truths as opposed to
factual truths leaves an eerie feeling of helplessness, the absurdity of false logic feels
like relief.

Marco Quaglia and Stefano Patti deliver electrifying performances. In their volatile,
unpredictable and often illogical attempts to justify their positions, they create an
almost oppressive tension in the room that is kept up throughout the play.
The suspense is supported by Echoes’ flawless interplay of sound (Matteo Gabrielli
and Samuele Ravenna), lighting (Paride Donatelli) and direction (Stefano Patti). The
theatre, with its bare blackened walls, seems to reverberate with the bass as bombs
are falling, almost evoking the smell of the stale filtered air of a bunker. And while
the lighting moves between realistic and abstract illuminations around the simple set,
there are moments when there is complete darkness, inviting the audience to feel
the reality of some of the issues raised.
Echoes is not only an exciting thriller that succeeds at combining dystopian politics
with a fascinating insight into the manipulation of truth, but also a well-directed and
entertaining show.



★★★★

Review by The Wee Review
https://theweereview.com/review/echoes/

“Echoes is held firmly together by two outstanding performances”

The audience enter the dimly-lit, low-ceilinged space at ZOO venue to dissonant
sounds playing quietly. At the centre of the thrust staging are two actors at either
end of a long chrome-plated table. One faces straight ahead in intense focus. The
other is seemingly unconscious, his head flopped downwards, his hands tied back.
Not a word has been uttered and the audience is already on edge, a sense of
claustrophobia and threat taking hold.

As the ‘hostage’ is released and soon spoken to by an invisible AI presence, the story
unfolds and the audience pieces together the circumstances. We are in the midst of
an Armageddon in some top-secret underground bunker. The characters: a journalist
seeking answers and justice, and the man who authorised the dropping of the
nuclear bombs. Or so we assume, at least. Echoes is a taughtly-written piece of
duologue theatre exploring several weighty issues and themes like power, violence,
politics, human nature and responsibility. As well as figuring out the backstory and
setting, the audience is also confronted with two startling characters, particularly the
unnamed politician who is conveyed as calculating, cold and sociopathic. This alone
pulls us in, demanding we question and assess each of them as they question and
assess one another.

At times, the language threatens to become a little opaque and the big ideas border
on becoming overwhelmingly complex. There are also twists in the unfolding
storyline that flit between the predictable and the bizarre. However, despite any
possibly confusing dialogue, Echoes is held firmly together by two outstanding
performances. Stefano Patti’s role is earthy, rebellious and vulnerable whereas
Marco Quagliaplays his sinister leader with terrifying stares, maniacal quirks and a
thoroughly intimidating demeanour throughout. It is this that draws our focus and
creates the tension even more so than the sound design and physical environment.
This piece of dystopian theatre excellently captivates the audience through its
powerful acting and direction. The premise is fascinating and the interview-style plot
is intriguing, although occasionally ventures too far into the esoteric.
Therefore, Echoes might be best seen with a comrade to deconstruct the meaning
afterwards.

https://tickets.edfringe.com/venues/zoo
https://tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/echoes
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm5097306/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0702759/

